Reply to "Comment on 'Defocusing complex short-pulse equation and its multi-dark-soliton solution' ".
Our paper [Phys. Rev. E 93, 052227 (2016)PREHBM2470-004510.1103/PhysRevE.93.052227], proposing an integrable model for the propagation of ultrashort pulses, has recently received a Comment by Youssoufa et al. [Phys. Rev. E 96, 026201 (2017)10.1103/PhysRevE.96.026201] about a possible flaw in its derivation. We point out that their claim is incorrect since we have stated explicitly that a term is neglected to derive our model equation in our paper. Furthermore, the integrable model is validated by comparing with the normalized Maxwell equation and other known integrable models. Moreover, we show that a similar approximation has to be performed in deriving the same integrable equation as explained in the Comment.